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INTRODUCTION
•

k

OBJECTI-VE
The objective of this study is to obtain a better understanding of the
chemical properties of fluorine containing rocket propellants.
selected for study were OF2 an
not been well established.

N2 F 44 because their cher-,

Furthermore,

The compounds

properties have

they contain groups which contribute

to the composition of many new high energy propellants;

thus, a knowledge

of their reaction mechanisms will contribute to the onderstanding of the

"chemical behavior of many new propellanto.
I'

This report describes the

progress made on this study during the period 1 October 1971 to 30 September 1972.

PREVIOUS RESULTS
The problems associated with obtaining and understanding the
pyrolysis kinetics and mechanism of OF2 were described in detail in

J

last year's report.

1

The results presented in that report, and those

obtained in the most recent investigations, 2-4. indicate that the reaction
probably proceeds by a chain mechanism of very short length,

however,

the exact nature of this mechanism is still a source of ccntroversy;
the pertinent arguments will be discussed in tne section on carrent
results.

The kinetics )f th,. H_
9 -OF2 reaction had not been reported previous
to the results of this program.

It is apparent that -his reaction

has a large heterogeneous contribution when carried out in monel or
aluminum reactors, and that the mechanism is extremely complex.

M,

is
iS co(-LCi

L,;;

inL to find r-ýactor materials which will reduce surface
-

/

Work

2
effects and to formulate mechanisms consistent with the kinetic data,
,
av

It

was found that there was a similar lack of kinetic data for the

H2 -N 2 F 4 reaction.

A mechanism for the explosive reaction between these

two compounds has been postulated,

6 based

on product distribution data.

However, kinetic dana have not been obtained to substantiate the mechanism.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE'S
A complete descriptio.n of the apparatus and procedure was reported
The following is

previously.

a brief outline of the experimental tech-

niques employed to obtain t 1,e kinetic data.
A stirreu-flow reactor ha.6 been used because it

is

possible to ."et

differential rate data directly according to the equation
rate - (c 0 -C)/tc

where c° and c are the reactant concentrations entering and leaving the
is the contact time (reactor volume/volume
reactor respectively and t

c
rate of flow).

The advantage of differential rate data is that it

allows

the elucidation of complex rate equations more easily.
The rate was, determined by measuring the reactant concentrations
mass spectrometrically.
pressure,

it

Since the flow system was operated at atmospheric

was necessary to equip the mass spectrometer w.1th an atmos-

pheric .3ampler for the continuous monitoring of the concentrations enteriag and leaving the reactor.
brateu capillary Lfow me:,ers.

The flow raGes wav-e measured using caliThe xeactants vere stored under pressure

in tanks at the appropriate partial pressures (helium was used as the
dilueniL) to give the desired concentrations.

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT RESULTS

PYROLYSIS OF OF2
Because of the difference in interpretation of the most recent OF2
pyrolysis data between Prof. H.J. Schumacher and this investigator,
it

appears that a discussion of some of the considerations involved

would be worthwhile.
It

is believed that the data reported by Prof. Schumacher

static system and pressure rise measurements,
--

using a

and that obtained from this

program in a flow system are mutually consistent, and are different from
that reported in all other previous studies. 2,7-12

These previous studies

found that the kinetic data wei-e consistent with a first-order .sate equation
(all involved mixtures of OF2 and diluent) and the first-order -onstant
w,•s directly proportional to total pressure.

However, the data. from this

program indicated that fdr OF,-he-lium mixtures the rate was somewhat less
than first-order in

(OF2 ) (it

was reascnably well established that the

reaction is not heterogeneous),

consistent with the equation

rate = k.(OF)4 + kb(OF2)/2 M
where M

=

concentration of diluent ga.--.

(A)

Similarly. Professor Schunacher's

results with neat OF2 indicated a rate somewhat less than second-order,
0 z

consistent with the equation
rate = k'(OF2 ) 2

a

+

k(OF2 ) 12

it can be seen that these equations are identical if the M in equation
A•.s replaced by (OF :).
>

(B)

Although it

is

possible to consider these equations identical,

different mechanisms can be propsed to account for them.

Professor

Schumacher has proposed the following mechanism:
M + OF2

OF + F + M

-

F + OF2
20F

F2
--

2F + M

--

(1)

OF

+

(2)

02 + 2F
F2

(3)

(4)

M-

the steady-state treatment of which leads to the rate equation

rate

=

kl(OF 2 )M

+

k2 (k,/k 4)/2(OF 2 )/2

(c)

Both equations A and C are intended to describe the reaction involving
inert dilueut as the energizing species and these equations are not
identical, however,

if M in equation C is

replaced by (OF2 )ý equations

B and C are the same.
An alternate mechanism can be propsed which is consistent with
both equations A and B.

If

steps 3 and 4 are replaced by the following

OF+M
20F + M -'

0+F+M
0+

(5)

0 2 + F2 + M

(6)

the steady-state treatment will yield equation D
•.1
xate = 2k 1 (OF2 )M

IT:

+

k 5 (ki/kS)'

/

1/2I
0(0.2 )/2M

(D)

which is

identical to equation A.

It

can be concluded that a mechanism

consisting of steps 1,2,5 and 6 will explain both ,xperimental rate
equations, while the other combiration of steps (utilizing 3 and 4)
accounts only for equation R. Unequivocal verification of which

A

mechanism is

applicable can be obtained by determining the order of

the pyrolysis with respect to (OF 2 ) in a static system when the reactant
/

is highly diluted.

This was not done by Professor Schumacher,

presumably

because of the large uncertainties in results from pressure rise systems
under these conditions.
Thus, it is necessary to use an analyt2.cal technique which will measure the OF2 concentration directly, e.g. mass
ppectrometry.

4Z

H2 -OF2 REACTION
The study of the rate of this reaction showed that in a monel
reactor there was a significant surface effect.

1,5

In an attempt t~o

reduce the heterogeneity of the reaction, aluminum and magnesium wmre

"used as reactor materials.

Two observations from the experimEnts in

"the aluminum reactor indicated that the heterogeneous contributions to
the rate of the oxygen inhibited reaction had been reduced when compared
to those obtained in monel:

(a)

increasing the surface area increased

the rate by a smaller amount, and (b)

higher temperatures were necessary

to obtain comparable ectents of reaction,

other conditions being equal.

Because the rate data from the all~uinum reactor lead to unusual concentration depcndencies,
respectively,
be applicable.

it

orders of about

?,

23 and 0.25 for OF_ and H2

wa6 interesting to see what type oa'mechanism could
The followiii

reaction 3cIIcm-' is

rmechaaism for the oxygŽ rnhibited reLýtion.

proposed as a possiblu

H+
H

OF 2

H + 0102

-

+H 2

--

OH +H
H +0

2

2

->

+M

-

F +H0

HF + OF

(8)

2

(l)

HF + If

(10)

O+HF
Of

(u

H 20+ I

(12)

+H

wOF

(7)

02 + 2F

20F

*<F

HF + f

OF

---

H0 2 +M

(15)

+0 2

(l14)

-*HF

(15)

H2 + M

2H + M -

The steady-state treatment of this mechanism yields the equation

C,

= k 7 (OF2 )(H 2 )

":••rate

+

k2k 7 (OF2 ) 2 (H2 )/kl3 (0 2 )M

-k- 2 k 1 5 (OF 2 ) 3 (H 2 )p/k

However,

go

it

13

3

(O2 )3 M 2

(E)

was necessary to use a series expansion of the root of the

quadratic solution for the steady-state H atom concentration and use
only the first three terms, which introduces an error in
than 3%o.

Plots of rate/(0F2 )(H1

2

) vs.

(H) of less

(0F 2 )(H 2 ) using the data from the

aalLuiinum reactor (which assumes that the init.ation rate is negligible)
are consistent vith equation E.

Other mechaaisms did not fit

the data

as well.
Work has just begun in the magnesium reactor, but again a temperature increase is ntcessary to achieve reasonable extents of reSaction,
acK

indicating another reduction in

surface contributions to the

r

rate.

Because of the higher temperatures necessary,

it

is believed that

initiation could start with O'.2 pyrolysis and would not require interaction with H2 .

Thus the reaction order ms.y be significantly different

in the magnesium reactor.

H2 -N 2 F4 PSACTION

"Because of the inability 6o obtain a controlled reaction with dilute
mixtures of these reactants, due to a series of minature explosions during the flow experiment,

oxygen was added as an inhibitor.

conditions a controlled,

steady-state refaction was achieved.

the apparent rate data were not repruducible,

Under these
However,

i.e. the extent of re-

action continually decreased in successive experiments,

although

steady-state reactant concentrations were obtained during a given run.
Thus, meaningful kinetic data have not been obtained as yet.

The in-

fluence of impurities on the irreproducibility of the reaction rate is
being investigated.

C4'
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